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Abstract

An experimental investigation of the monotonic and cyclic loading behaviour of a saturated uniform medium sand under triaxial conditions is presented. The tests performed in connection with this consisted of undrained monotonic compression and extension, drained monotonic compression and undrained cyclic triaxial loading.

In order to study the influence of the initial relative density and confining pressure on the behaviour of sand, samples were prepared at different initial density and then tested under various levels of confining pressures. The test results indicated that the behaviour of the sand under triaxial tests are both density-dependent and pressure-dependent.

In undrained monotonic triaxial testing, all of the stress paths for the sand tested passed through a state of phase transformation. This state is defined by a point in a q-p' plane at which the mean effective stress increment, Δp', is zero. The test results have shown that for loose sands the steady state and phase transformation are almost the same and describe ultimate failure. On the other hand, dense sands exhibited relatively low strains and high stiffness up to this point. It was also observed however, that in these soils large strains occurred after the phase transformation point.

A series of monotonic tests carried out under drained and undrained conditions of loading, have clearly indicated that the steady state line obtained at large strain level is the same for the two tests. This indicates that
the large strain level needed to develop the steady state is able to transform the initial soil structure to a new soil structure which is the same for all samples tested under these two conditions of loading.

A series of tests on isotropically consolidated samples were performed using undrained cyclic loading condition. The results showed that, for a given void ratio, the effective stress state at which the sample starts to develop significant amount of strains is found the same as the phase transformation line obtained from undrained monotonic loading. Furthermore, two different kinds of cyclic failure were observed from the test results, depending on whether the sand was initially loose or dense. For loose sand, flow liquefaction occurred where the effective stress path crossed the phase transformation line and axial strains rapidly accelerated to failure. In the case of dense sand cyclic mobility was evident, where the effective stress path crossed the phase transformation line and then cycled through or close to zero mean effective stress conditions while the cyclic axial strain increased at steady rate to large values. The liquefaction strength was defined in terms of the number of cycles to cause a double amplitude axial strain of 5% for both types of failure. A relationship was established between the cyclic strengths and the effective stress ratios at the phase transformation states obtained from undrained monotonic tests. The suggested relationship enables the cyclic strengths of the sand to be estimated from the results of undrained monotonic tests.
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### Notations

#### Latin letters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>attraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_o$</td>
<td>initial area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Skempton's pore pressure parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_u$</td>
<td>uniformity coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>grain size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{50}$</td>
<td>diameter of the soil particles for which 50% of the particles are finer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{60}$</td>
<td>diameter of the soil particles for which 60% of the particles are finer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>diameter of sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_r$</td>
<td>relative density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_c$</td>
<td>void ratio after consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{crit}$</td>
<td>critical void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_i$</td>
<td>initial void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{max}$</td>
<td>maximum void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{min}$</td>
<td>minimum void ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_m$</td>
<td>Young's modulus of membrane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$g_0$  non dimensional shear modulus number

$G$  shear modulus

$G_s$  specific gravity of sand

$G_u$  unloading shear stiffness

$k_o$  non dimensional bulk modulus number

$K$  bulk modulus

$L$  length of sample

$L_o$  initial length of sample

$M$  slope of failure line in $p'$-$q$ stress space

$n$  stress dependency exponent

$n$  porosity

$n_{\text{max}}$  maximum porosity

$n_{\text{min}}$  minimum porosity

$N$  normal force

$N$  number of cycles

$P_a$  $1 \text{atm}=100 \text{kPa}$

$p'$  mean effective stress

$q$  deviatoric stress

$q_{\text{cyc}}$  cyclic deviatoric stress

$S$  normalized membrane penetration

$t_m$  thickness of membrane

$u$  pore water pressure
\[ V \]  volume of sample
\[ V_o \]  initial volume of sample
\[ V_m \]  volume change caused by membrane penetration

**Greek letters**

\[ \gamma \]  shear strain
\[ \varepsilon \]  strain
\[ \varepsilon_a \]  axial strain
\[ \varepsilon_p \]  volumetric strain
\[ \varepsilon^e_p \]  elastic volumetric strain
\[ \varepsilon^p_p \]  plastic volumetric strain
\[ \varepsilon_q \]  shear strain
\[ \varepsilon^e_q \]  elastic shear strain
\[ \varepsilon^p_q \]  plastic shear strain
\[ \varepsilon_r \]  radial strain
\[ \eta \]  effective stress ratio in \( p' - q \) stress space
\[ \eta_{pt} \]  effective stress ratio at phase transformation state
\[ \eta_{pte} \]  effective stress ratio at phase transformation state on the extension side
\[ \sigma \]  axial stress
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_1$</td>
<td>major principal stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\sigma_1}{\sigma_3}$</td>
<td>principal stress ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_2$</td>
<td>intermediate principal stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_3$</td>
<td>minor principal stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_3$</td>
<td>cell pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{3\text{crit}}$</td>
<td>critical confining pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{cyc}}$</td>
<td>cyclic shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>maximum shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{\text{oct}}$</td>
<td>octahedral shear stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>friction angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCV</td>
<td>consolidated constant volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCV87%</td>
<td>consolidated constant volume test on a sample of 87% relative density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>consolidated drained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD30%</td>
<td>consolidated drained test on a sample of 30% relative density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD57%</td>
<td>consolidated drained test on a sample of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
57% relative density

CD87% consolidated drained test on a sample of 87% relative density

CU consolidated undrained

CU30% consolidated undrained test on a sample of 30% relative density

CU57% consolidated undrained test on a sample of 57% relative density

CU87% consolidated undrained test on a sample of 87% relative density

CUC consolidated undrained cyclic

CUC30% consolidated undrained cyclic test on a sample of 30% relative density

CUC57% consolidated undrained cyclic test on a sample of 57% relative density

CUC87% consolidated undrained cyclic test on a sample of 87% relative density

NTNU Norwegian University of Science and Technology

PTL phase transformation line

SSL steady state line

URD30% unloading-reloading consolidated drained
test on a sample of 30% relative density

**URD87%**

unloading-reloading consolidated drained test on a sample of 87% relative density

**URD87%**

unloading-reloading consolidated undrained test on a sample of 87% relative density
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Chapter 1
Introduction, scope and organization

1.1 Introduction.

Liquefaction is one of the major causes of ground or geotechnical failures and it has been observed in almost all of the large earthquakes that have occurred. The name liquefaction has been used to describe all those phenomena that are related with the undrained response of cohesionless material where an important build up in pore water pressure and a significant amount of deformation occur. However, the mechanisms causing them are different. These phenomena may be categorised into two main groups; namely flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility.

During cyclic loading induced by earthquake shaking, the grains of soil tend to move to form a denser arrangement. If the water in the pore spaces is unable to drain away to accommodate the compaction, the pore water pressure increases. This decreases the effective intergranular stress and
the soil becomes weaker and more deformable. In very loose cohesionless soils, the rise in pore water pressure can be extremely large due to collapse of the soil structure and there can be a very significant loss of strength and deformation. This phenomenon is called flow liquefaction. If the sand is dense, pore water pressures still develop during seismic shaking and may become large enough to reduce its effective intergranular stress to zero. But since the sand is dense it does not undergo flow deformation. However, the pore water pressure does reduce the stiffness of the sand and the strength at small strains. Therefore deformations tend to increase with the duration of seismic loading and become large enough in some cases to constitute failure. This phenomenon is called cyclic mobility.

The behaviour of saturated sands during drained or undrained triaxial tests is determined by the initial nature and distribution of the contacts between grains, by the void ratio of the sand assembly and by the mean effective stress level. The relative importance of these different factors on the soils stress-strain characteristics varies as the magnitude of the shear strain increases. The initial intergranular contact conditions and stress level strongly influence the stress-strain characteristics at small strains and also the inherent anisotropy. Void ratio and stress level govern volume change characteristics at intermediate to large strains (Georgiannou, V.N. Burland, J.B. and Hight, D.W. 1990).

In the past four decades, Geotechnical researchers have focused increased attention on the behaviour of saturated sands under different loading conditions as a result of a number of developments have been made, including the establishment a relation between the cyclic stress ra-
1.2 Scope of the study.

The investigation described in this thesis entailed an experimental study of the monotonic and cyclic behaviour of uniform medium saturated sand. All the tests have been performed using the triaxial apparatus. The main objectives of the research were as follows:

a) The experimental study of the undrained and drained behaviour of saturated sand under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions.

b) To study the mechanisms of strain development as a consequence of flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility during cyclic loading.

c) On the basis of the experimental results, to develop a relationship between undrained monotonic and cyclic test results, which enables prediction of the cyclic shear strength from the monotonic test results.
1.3 Organization of the thesis.

The thesis has been organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, a critical review of literature relevant to this study, is presented. The equipment used for monotonic and cyclic loading tests is described in Chapter 3. The Chapter also includes a description of the material used in this study, the testing procedure and the method of sample formation.

Chapter 4 deals with the experimental study of the behaviour of the material under drained and undrained monotonic loading. The effects of initial relative density and confining pressure on the drained and undrained response are discussed.

In Chapter 5 the response of the material to cyclic loading conditions is examined. The effects of initial density on the development of axial strains is studied. The results from Chapters 4 and 5 are used to establish a relationship between monotonic and cyclic loading conditions.

Finally, the principal conclusions of the study and recommendations for the future work are given in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction.

The liquefaction of saturated cohesionless soils during earthquakes is one of the major causes of damage to all types of Civil engineering structures. This phenomenon was best illustrated in the Niigata and the Alaska earthquakes of 1964, where severe damage was experienced by buildings, embankments, and natural slopes.

The high incidence of liquefaction during earthquakes, together with its potential for damage, has made the phenomenon a prime subject of concern in earthquake engineering. The seismic design of nuclear power plants and other critical facilities routinely includes evaluation of the liquefaction potential of saturated cohesionless soil layers. The design of new and the inspection of old earth dams in seismic areas is carried out considering the possibility of liquefaction of the dam and/or its foundation when
saturated cohesionless soils are involved. Due to its complexity, the mechanism of the liquefaction phenomenon is not yet completely understood and a large amount liquefaction research is still being done.

At present, the term liquefaction is often used in a broad sense for several phenomena where either loss in strength or stiffness reduction takes place in a saturated cohesionless soil mass leading to large deformation of the ground. However, in order to understand the actual soil behaviour it is of great importance to distinguish between these two different phenomena: flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility.

Cyclic mobility is a phenomenon where there is a significant reduction in the stiffness of the soil mass associated with a rising in the pore water pressure caused by cyclic loading. It is important to point out that during the occurrence of this phenomenon, the soil mass does not show significant loss in strength, however, large deformations can be developed due to the degradation of stiffness. Perhaps, the most common outcome of the large build-up in the pore water pressure is the appearance of sand blows in the ground surface usually called sand boils.

During seismic loading, the level of deformation undergone by the soil mass, due to cyclic mobility, can be unacceptable for some structures, and consequently this phenomenon can generate an important amount of damage to structures. Most probably in all large earthquakes this phenomenon has been the cause of great losses of property and life (Verdugo, 1992).

On the other hand, flow liquefaction has been observed in loose saturated cohesionless soil masses and its main features are the large amount
soil involved in the failure, the short time of a few minutes that it takes to bring it failure and the very flat slope that is finally reached by the flowing soil mass. This kind of failure can be triggered not only by earthquakes, but also by any other disturbance that is fast enough to induce a high pore pressure in the soil mass.

Because flow liquefaction involves a loss in strength, in general, it is much more catastrophic than cyclic mobility and the failure compromises a more significant amount of soil mass. For example, the 1920 Kansu, China, earthquake induced several flow failures as much as 1 mile in length and breadth, killing an estimated 200,000 people (U.S. Geological Survey Professional Paper, 1981).

Therefore, it is clear that efforts must be made in order to understand in more detail the soil behaviour and specially the undrained response of saturated cohesionless soils which can be unstable and deform largely during fast loading condition, e.g., in earthquakes.

### 2.2 Volume change in cohesionless soils.

Unlike with other engineering materials, like steel and concrete, soils can undergo a large amount of volume change depending on the initial state of stresses and density when they are subjected to shear stresses. This tendency for volume change has been shown to have a tremendous effect on the strength of the soil mass. The volume change that takes place during loading is mainly due to the contraction or expansion of the voids in the soil mass and it was first pointed out by Reynolds (1885) in the last century. Reynolds discovered that shear deformation of sand is
accompanied by volume changes, and in particular that dense granular materials increase in volume when sheared. This property of granular materials Reynolds termed “dilatancy.” He demonstrated this property for lead shot and for sand by means of the following experiment. A closed rubber bag filled with dense, saturated material was found to be completely rigid. When the bag was connected to an open graduated vessel containing water, and then deformed, water was pulled into the material.

However, it was only in the 1930s that professor Casagrande realized the actual importance of the volumetric strain in the soil response developing the concept of critical density or critical void ratio from the observation of the volumetric strains in dense and loose sands.

2.3 The critical void ratio concept.

In 1936 Casagrande reported his concept of critical void ratio. This concept was based on the results of direct shear box tests conducted as part of Casagrande’s investigation of sands for Fort Peck and Franklin Falls Dams. Typical results of Casagrande’s direct shear box tests are shown in Fig. 2.1 for both loose and dense specimens of sands. Both tests were conducted with the same normal effective stress, which was held constant during shear, and careful measurements were made of the volume changes during shear. Shear of a dense sand at constant normal effective stress causes an initial compaction followed by an increase in void ratio; at large displacement a constant void ratio is reached. Conversely, shear of a loose sand shows a continuing decrease in void ratio until a constant void ratio is reached. The void ratio at large displacement for both loose and
dense specimens was the same. This ultimate common void ratio was termed the critical void ratio by Casagrande. In this state, the soil continues to deform under constant strength and constant volume, hence the soil behaves as a frictional fluid.

Initially, Casagrande thought that the critical void ratio or critical density was a unique constant value for a given soil, but later he realized that the critical void ratio is a function of normal effective stresses, the greater the normal stress the smaller the critical void ratio. Therefore, in the e - log$\sigma'_n$ plane the critical void ratio can be represented by a single curve as the E - line illustrate in Fig.2.1 (Casagrande 1975). This diagram indicates that any initial state above the E - line should decreases its void ratio when it is sheared, and on the other hand, any initial state represented by a point below the E - line should eventually increase its void ratio when it is subjected to shear stress.

Taylor (1948) added that for undrained conditions, dense sands generally develop greater strength when volume changes are prevented during shear, and loose sands show a decrease in strength. The critical void ratio is one at which shearing under undrained loading conditions does not lead to a change in shear strength.
Figure 2.1 Casagrande’s critical void ratio from direct shear box tests (Casagrande 1975).
2.3 The critical void ratio concept.

Castro (1969) conducted a series of monotonic undrained, monotonic drained and cyclic undrained tests using the conventional triaxial apparatus. Fig. 2.2 shows the set of these experimental results obtained by him for Banding sand. As can be observed, the experiments support the idea of the existence of two critical void ratio lines. One line, the $e_f$ line is obtained from undrained tests while the $e_s$ line, which plots above the $e_f$ line, is obtained from drained tests and therefore should be similar to the E-line originally defined by Casagrande. From this figure it is seen that, for a given void ratio the $e_f$ line yields a residual undrained strength much smaller than that given by the $e_s$ line. This was explained by Casagrande and Castro using the concept of the “flow structure” as defined by A. Casagrande; i.e during a liquefaction failure the structure of a fully saturated sand changes rather abruptly into a “minimum resistance structure”, or “flow structure”, which differs in the arrangement of the grains from the “normal structure” of a sand that governs the stress-strain behaviour during drained tests.
2.4 Steady state.

Steady state is an outgrowth of Casagrande's (1936) concept of critical void ratio for characterizing the flow-slide behaviour of sands. Present understanding of steady state is drawn in large part from the work of Castro (1969). Further investigations of undrained response and liquefaction of sands Castro (1975), Casagrande (1976), Poulos (1971, 1981), Castro and Poulos (1977), Castro et al. (1982) and Vaid and Chern (1984) were based on monotonic triaxial compression tests. Observations from these have led to the wide acceptance of steady state as a unique property for a given sand.
2.4 Steady state.

At the heart of the steady state is the concept of the steady state deformation, which has been defined by Poulos (1981) as “the steady state deformation for any mass of particles is that state in which the mass is continuously deforming at constant volume, constant normal effective stress, constant shear stress, and constant velocity. The steady state deformation is achieved only after all particle orientation has reached a statistically steady state condition and after all particle breakage, if any, is complete, so that the shear stress needed to continue deformation and the velocity of deformation remain constant.”

For example, according to Poulos (1981), the steady state deformation occurs during undrained tests on fully saturated loose sands after liquefaction has been achieved. During the steady state deformation, the original structure of the specimen has been completely destroyed and reworked into a new “flow structure,” as it was originally proposed by Casagrande and indicated in the previous section.

With the aforementioned definition, the critical void ratio line becomes the steady state line and represents the locus of states in which a soil can flow at constant volume, constant effective normal stress, and constant shear stress (Castro and Poulos, 1977). Therefore, the actual representation of the steady state line should be accomplished in a three dimensional plot by means of three independent quantities which can be selected as follows (Verdugo, 1992).

1. A parameter that expresses the relative amount of voids in the soil mass, as for example void ratio, porosity or relative density.

2. An effective normal stress parameter, for instance, the first stress
invariant.

\[ I_1 = p' = (\sigma'_1 + \sigma'_2 + \sigma'_3)/3 \quad (2.1) \]

3. A parameter that represents the level of shear stress attained by the soil mass, for example, the maximum shear stress,

\[ \tau_{\text{max}} = (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)/2 \quad (2.2) \]

the deviator stress,

\[ q = \sigma_1 - \sigma_3 \quad (2.3) \]

or the octahedral shear stress,

\[ \tau_{\text{oct}} = \frac{1}{3}\left( (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)^2 + (\sigma_1 - \sigma_2)^2 + (\sigma_2 - \sigma_3)^2 \right)^{1/2} \quad (2.4) \]
Figure 2.3 Representation of the steady state line (Vasquez et al. 1988).
The most common representation of the steady state seems to be in terms of void ratio, $e$, effective mean stress, $p'$, and deviator stress, $q$. However, given the difficulties of a three-dimensional plot, it is preferable to use three two dimensional plots, where each plot corresponds to the projection of the steady state line on the planes of the $e$-$p'$-$q$ space. Figure 2.3 sketches the actual steady state line in a three dimensional diagram and the three projections in the corresponding planes.

### 2.5 Behaviour of saturated sand under monotonic undrained shear.

Several studies have been conducted to provide a better understanding of the undrained behaviour of saturated sand under monotonic loading. Some of the pioneering work in this field has been performed by Seed and Lee (1967), Castro (1969), Ishihara et al. (1975), Casagrande (1976), Castro and Poulos (1977), Poulos (1981), and Castro et al. (1982). In addition, several recent studies Been and Jefferies (1985); Alarcon-Guzman (1988); Vaid and Chern (1985); Sladen et al. (1985); Mohammed and Dobry (1986); Vaid et al. (1989); Ishihara (1993) have made significant contributions to the understanding of the undrained behaviour of saturated sands. The focus of these studies was to relate the undrained strength of sand to its initial state in order to allow for the prediction of the potential for a saturated sand to liquefy. In other words, most of the investigations focused on the influence of the consolidation pressure and the associated void ratio of the sand on the undrained behaviour of the saturated sand under monotonic loading.
The undrained behaviour of isotropically consolidated saturated sand under monotonic loading is accompanied by a change in the excess pore-water pressure, which, in turn leads to different forms of undrained behaviour. This behaviour was found to be characterized by three regions in a state diagram, shown schematically in Figure 2.4(a) by considering the behaviour of sand samples A, B and C consolidated with the same effective pressure but having different void ratios after consolidation.

First, there is a region in the state diagram within which a sand exhibits marked strain softening behaviour, i.e., after the peak point of the stress-strain curve, which occurs at a small strain (about 1-2%), there is a marked reduction in strength until the shear stress stabilizes at an ultimate or residual strength, regardless of the shear strain amplitude. This is referred to as “flow deformation” and the residual strength is called “steady-state strength.” The corresponding plot in the q-p space (sample A, curve a in Figure 2.4(c)) shows a pronounced peak, after which it moves continuously downwards until reaching the failure envelope at the steady-state point (point a in Figure 2.4(b), (c) and (d)). The pore-water pressure shown in Figure 2.4(c) always increases until steady state flow, when it remains constant. Castro has found that steady-state strength was solely a function of the initial void ratio of the sand. Thus, Castro suggested that the locus of the steady-state strength in a void ratio logarithm of effective minor stress diagram defines a unique line that is referred to as the F-line. This line is widely referred to as the steady-state line.

Secondly, there is a transition region in the state diagram in which samples would only exhibit limited liquefaction as shown by sample B in Figure 2.4(a). The induced pore-water pressure-strain response (curve b in Fig-
ure 2.4 (c)) of samples exhibiting limited flow typically consists of a rapid
increase in excess pore-water pressure up to small strain of about 1-2%;
this pore-water pressure remains essentially constant to strains of about
10-15%. After further deformation, the sample has a tendency to dilate
and pore-water pressure decreases slightly. A typical stress-strain curve
is thus characterized by a deviator stress that peaks at small strains, re-
maining essentially constant, then increasing slightly when the sample di-
lates at strains in excess of 10-15%.

Finally, there is a region in the state diagram within which a sand exhib-
its solely strain hardening behaviour, as shown by sample C in Fig.2.4
(curve c). Typically after an initial increase in pore-water pressure, dilation
results in a decrease in pore-water pressure and the effective stress path
follows the steady-state envelope (Castro 1969; Alarcon-Guzman et al.
1988).

Castro (1969) defined a transition region by the P line and the L line,
which are parallel to the F line (Figure 2.4 (a)). Samples above the L line
would liquefy (i.e., strain-softening behaviour), whereas those below the
P line would experience strain-hardening. Samples consolidated within
the P and L lines would develop limited liquefaction. According to Alarcon-
Guzman et at. (1988), the L line is the same as the critical void ratio (CVR)
line obtained from drained tests.
Figure 2.4 Schematic behaviour of sands (Castro 1969): (a) State diagram; (b) Stress versus strain; (c) Deviatoric stress versus effective mean stress; (d) Normalized pore water pressure versus strain.
2.6 Behaviour of saturated sand under monotonic drained shear.

In a drained test, the sample is first consolidated under an effective cell pressure of $\sigma'_3$. After consolidation is complete, the sample is gradually sheared by increasing deviatoric stress. Shear is conducted under open drainage and the test is performed sufficiently slowly to prevent any rise in the pore water pressure. During shear, the cell pressure under which the sample was consolidated, remains constant.

Figure 2.5 shows the set-up of a drained triaxial test including a volume change measurement device by reading the water level within a vertical glass tube. This method requires that the sand is and remains saturated during the test. As was mentioned in the previous section, the initial void ratio has an influence on the stress-strain and volume change responses. In triaxial compression, the level of effective confining pressure also has a considerable influence on the behaviour of the soil. The effect of the level of effective confining pressure and initial void ratio on shear strength has been studied by Lee and Seed (1967c), Vesic and Clough (1968), Lo and Roy (1973), Lee (1977), Holtz and Kovacs (1981), Miura et al. (1984) and Tatsuoka et al. (1986) among others. From all these research very consistent conclusions have been obtained. When void ratio and level of effective confining pressure interact as it is shown on figures 2.6 (drained loose sand) and 2.7 (drained dense sand): a loose sand sheared at a very low confining pressure behaves nearly like a dense sand at medium effective confining pressure. On the opposite, a dense sand loaded at very high effective confining pressure looks like a loose sand at medium pressure.
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Figure 2.8 shows volumetric strain at failure (points at failure are shown as small arrows in Fig. 2.7) versus void ratio at the end of consolidation, from the data in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 for various confining pressures (other data have been added as well). It can be seen from this figure that for a given confining pressure the volumetric strain decreases (becomes more negative) as the void ratio increases. According to Lee (1965), the critical void ratio is the void ratio at failure when the volumetric strain is zero. Thus for various values of confining pressure in Fig. 2.8, critical void ratio is the void ratio when \( \Delta V/V_o = 0 \).

The relationship between critical void ratio and confining pressure (it is called critical confining pressure because this is the effective confining pressure at which zero volumetric strain occurs at failure for a given void ratio, Lee (1965)) determined from the data in Figure 2.8 is presented in Figure 2.9. The data in this figure indicated that for all practical purposes the critical confining pressure and critical void ratio for this sand are uniquely related to each other. For loose sand, the critical void ratio varies considerably with small changes in confining pressure, while for dense sand small changes in void ratio causes large changes in the critical confining pressure. Furthermore, at combinations of pressure and void ratio falling below the critical void ratio line, samples tend to dilate, whereas at combinations of pressure and void ratio above the line, samples tend to compress during static load application (Lee and Seed, 1966 and 1967).
Figure 2.5 Scheme of drained triaxial test on a sample of saturated sand, with measurements of volume change.
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![Graphs showing the behaviour of saturated sand under monotonic drained shear.](image)

Figure 2.6 Typical drained triaxial test results on loose Sacramento River sand: (a) Principal stress ratio versus axial strain; (b) Volumetric strain versus axial strain (Lee 1965).
Figure 2.7 Typical drained triaxial test results on dense Sacramento River sand: (a) Principal stress ratio versus axial strain; (b) Volumetric strain versus axial strain (Lee 1965).
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Figure 2.8 Volumetric strain at failure versus void ratio at end of consolidation for drained triaxial tests at various confining pressures (Lee 1965).

Figure 2.9 Critical void ratio versus pressure conditions from drained triaxial tests (Lee 1965).
2.7 Liquefaction.

Liquefaction is a physical process that may take place during earthquakes or other rapid loading and may lead to ground failure. As a consequence of liquefaction, clay-free soil deposits, primarily sands, temporarily lose strength and behave as viscous fluids rather than as solids. Seismic waves, primarily shear waves passing through a saturated granular soil layer, distort the granular structure and cause some loosely packed particles to collapse. Disruptions of the particulate structure generated by these collapses cause transfer of load from grain-to-grain contacts in the soil layer to the pore water. This transfer of load increases pressure in the pore water, either causing drainage to occur or, if drainage is restricted, a sudden buildup of pore-water pressure. When the pore-water pressure rises to about the pressure caused by the weight of the overlying soil, the effective stress becomes zero, the sand layer behaves like a fluid rather than like a solid for a short period. In this condition, large deformations can occur easily (Youd, 1984b).

Liquefaction of a sand in this way may develop at any zone of a deposit where undrained structural collapse during shaking occur. Such a zone may be at the surface or at some depth below the ground surface, depending only on the state of the sand and the induced motions.

However, liquefaction of the upper layers of a deposit may also occur, not as a direct result of the ground motions to which they are subjected, but because of the development of liquefaction in an underlying zone of the deposit. Once liquefaction develops at some depth in a mass of sand, the excess water pressures in the liquefied zone will dissipate by flow of
water in the upward direction. If the hydraulic gradient becomes sufficiently large, the upward flow of water will induce a “quick” or liquefied condition in the surface layers of the deposit (Seed and Lee, 1966).

Table 1 gives a list of previous major earthquakes accompanied by liquefaction. While the early investigations of this phenomenon were apparently motivated by the dramatic occurrence of liquefaction during the earthquakes in Alaska and Niigata in 1964, the impetus for prompting the study of liquefaction has been supplied incessantly by a series of large earthquakes that have occurred since then throughout seismically active regions of the world.

For the last three decades after 1964, great advances have been made in the recognition of the liquefaction phenomenon and the development of the technology for mitigation of the risk associated with this phenomenon. However, many aspects still need to be investigated.

The liquefaction phenomenon by itself may not be particularly damaging or hazardous. Only when it is accompanied by some form of ground displacement or ground failure is it destructive to all types of engineering structures which are founded or buried in saturated sand. Adverse effects of liquefaction can take many forms. These include: lateral spreads; ground oscillation; loss of bearing capacity; settlement; and increased lateral pressure on retaining structures. (Figure 2.10)
Table 2.1 A list of known recent earthquakes accompanied by liquefaction (Talaganove 1986).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Earthquake</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska, USA</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niigata, JAPAN</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caracas, VENEZUEL</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokachi-Oki, JAPAN</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madan, NEW GUINEA</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Fernando, USA</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haicheng, CHINA</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guatemala</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friuli, ITALY</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangshan, CHINA</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>7.7-7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SanJuan, ARGENTINA</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>7.2-7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vrancea, ROMANIA</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miyagi-Ken-Oki, JAPAN</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro, YUGOSLAVIA</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Valley, USA</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammoth Lakes, USA</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nihonkai-Chubu, JAPAN</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cracked highway, Alaska, USA, 1964

Retaining wall damage and lateral spreading, Kobe, Japan, 1995

Sand boils, Loma Prieta, USA, 1989

A building sank in and tipped 22°, Nigata, Japan, 1964

Lateral displacement of a quay wall, Kobe, Japan, 1995

Collapsed bridge, Niigata, Japan, 1964

Figure 2.10 Damages caused by liquefaction during some earthquakes.
2.8 Behaviour of saturated sand under cyclic loading.

During an earthquake an element of soil in the ground is subjected to a complex system of deformations resulting from the erratic sequence of ground motions induced by the earthquake. However, for many deposits, a major part of the soil deformations may be attributed to the upward propagation of shear waves from underlying layers so that an element of soil, such as that shown in Figure 2.11(a), may be considered to be subjected to a series of cyclic shear strains or stresses that reverse directions many times during the earthquake, as shown in Figures 2.11(b) and (c). If the ground surface is approximately horizontal, then before the earthquake there is no shear stress on the horizontal plane. During the earthquake the normal stress on this plane remains constant while cyclic shear stresses are induced for the duration of ground shaking.

Figure 2.11 Idealized stress conditions for an element of soil below ground surface during an earthquake (Seed and Lee 1966).
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Such deformation conditions may be reproduced approximately in the laboratory by cyclic loading triaxial compression tests as shown in Figure 2.12. These loadings, like those occurring during an earthquake, have to be considered as undrained with respect to the permeability of large soils masses, even in sandy soils, because the duration of an earthquake is on the order of minutes.

Figure 2.12 Stress conditions for triaxial test on saturated sand under simulated earthquake loading conditions (Seed and Lee 1966).
Cyclic triaxial tests followed by monotonic triaxial tests on loose and dense samples of Sacramento river sand were carried out by Seed (1966). The results of a typical cyclic loading test on a sample of loose sand ($D_r=38\%$) are shown in Figure 2.13. During the first eight cycles of stress application the sample showed no noticeable deformation although the pore-water pressure built up gradually. However, during the ninth stress cycle, the pore-water pressure suddenly increased to a value equal to the externally applied confining pressure and the sample developed large strains which, in the tenth cycle, exceeded 20%; in fact, the soil had liquefied, the effective confining pressure was reduced to zero, and over a wide range of strains the soil could be observed to be in a fluid condition. When cyclic loading was stopped, the pore water pressure in the sample was equal to the applied confining pressure. After cyclic loading, the sample was subjected to static loading applied at a constant rate of strain, as shown in Figure 2.13(b). It is readily apparent that the sample did not exhibit any resistance, deforming continuously without change in pore water pressure during a level of strain of as large as 20%. However, thereafter the specimen develops a dilative behaviour decreasing the pore water pressure which leads to the development of shear resistance again.

Typical results of a cyclic loading test on a sample of dense sand ($D_r = 78\%$) are shown in figure 2.14. During the first 9 cycles, the deformation is very small although the pore-water pressure has increased by about 50% of the applied confining pressure. At close to 12 stress cycles, the pore water pressure starts to reach the applied confining pressure at the instant of zero deviator stress, in other words, at the time when there is no shear stress acting on the sample. Associated with this condition it is observed that the strain amplitude increases markedly, but in contrast to
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loose samples, the level of strain gradually increases with the stress cycles. In fact, even though, from stress cycle number 13, the condition zero effective stress is reached at each instant of zero shear stress, the axial strain of the sample does not exceed 10% after 20 stress cycles. Hence the response of dense sands does not show the sudden development of large strain observed in the case of loose samples.

The subsequent application of monotonic loading indicates that the sample starts to dilate, and therefore, starts to regain its strength at a much smaller strain of the order of 5%. Liquefied layers of denser sand will therefore regain their strength at much smaller deformations than loose sand.

From a set of experimental results carried out on cyclic triaxial tests similar to those described above, Seed and Lee introduced the following criteria to define liquefaction (Seed and Lee 1966; Lee and Seed 1967a).

• Failure:- Some level of strain which would be associated with a failure from a practical point of view.

• Complete liquefaction:- When the sample deforms without shear resistance over a wide range of strain

• Partial liquefaction:- when a sample exhibits no resistance to deformation over a range of strain smaller than that defined as failure.

• Initial Liquefaction:- When a soil first exhibits any degree of partial liquefaction during cyclic loading. This occurs when the pore water pressure reaches the initial effective confining pressure for the first
time.

This terminology was later the cause of some confusion that probably still exists among geotechnical engineers regarding the distinction between liquefaction with loss of strength and liquefaction as a phenomenon that induces significant deformation. Flow failure necessarily involves a loss of strength and accordingly, a soil mass can flow even kilo meters before stopping. However, the cyclic response analysed by Seed and Lee is mainly related to a gradual increment of strains associated with the build up in the pore water pressure caused by cyclic loading. In the next section the difference between these phenomena will be discussed in more detail.

Figure 2.15 shows for three different densities, the applied cyclic loading versus the number of cycles, in logarithm scale, required to cause failure according to the criteria defined above (Lee and Seed 1967a). It can be seen from this figure that:

• The stress amplitude required to induce some level of strain in a given number of cycles increases with the density of the sand.

• Initial liquefaction can be induced almost regardless of the density of the sample.

• In the case of loose samples, the condition of initial liquefaction and the condition of a level of axial strain of 20% are achieved almost simultaneously, but in the case of dense samples, the number cycles needed to reach these conditions are significantly different; between 200 and 500 times different.
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Figure 2.16 from Lee and Seed (1967) shows for three different densities, the initial effective confining pressure against the cyclic stress amplitude required to induce both a certain amount and initial liquefaction in 100 cycles. From these results Seed and Lee concluded that the higher the confining pressure, the greater the cyclic stress amplitude required to induce failure. Furthermore, the main conclusion that can be drawn from the cyclic tests discussed above is that loose as well as dense sand can develop large pore water pressure when they are subjected to cyclic loading, which induces a progressive increase in the level of deformation.
Figure 2.13 Cyclic triaxial test on loose sands (Seed and Lee, 1966).
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Figure 2.14 Cyclic triaxial test on dense sands (Seed and Lee, 1966).
Figure 2.15 Effect of density and failure criterion on cyclic stress causing failure (Lee and Seed, 1967).
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Figure 2.16 Cyclic stresses required to cause failure in 100 cycles (Lee and Seed, 1967).
2.9 Phase transformation state from undrained loading.

As it was discussed in the previous section, Figure 2.17 shows sets of possible effective stress paths for undrained monotonic shear tests. The lowest effective stress path is for loose sands and demonstrates purely contractive behaviour and it migrates to the far left of the diagram, where steady-state conditions are achieved (Castro, 1975; Castro and Poulos, 1977; Vaid and Chern, 1985; Poulos et al., 1985; Vaid et al., 1989). Dense sands, however, pass through a phase transformation state after an initial contractive period and dilate to a steady-state point. The term "phase transformation" was first used by Ishihara et al. (1975) to describe a state at which the stress path turns its direction in q-p’ plane. Normally this is referred to as the point associated with a maximum pore water pressure. But according to Nordal and a paper by Ibsen and Lade (1997) the knee described above does not clearly define the location of the phase transformation state, the most consistent definition is one that is independent of the total stress path. The phase transformation state is therefore best defined as the point at which the effective stress path has a vertical tangent. This definition is consistently used in this study to locate the phase transformation state in a q-p’plane.

In undrained test, the total change in volumetric strain, $\Delta \varepsilon_p$, is normally assume to be approximately zero. At the phase transformation state defined by mean effective stress increment, $\Delta p'$, is zero, the elastic volumetric strain, $\Delta \varepsilon_p^e$, is also zero. Consequently, the plastic volumetric strain increment, $\Delta \varepsilon_p^p$, is also zero. Since change in plastic shear strain, $\Delta \varepsilon_q^p$, is greater than zero, one may realize that at the phase transformation state
there is no coupling between the responses in shear and volume, or in other word there is no dilation. The straight line that joins the states in the q-p' planes is called phase transformation line. Luong (1980) defined a similar concept of a “characteristic state” under drained conditions where the behaviour changed from contractive to dilative. But later it was redefined by Ibsen and Lade (1997) as the stress state where the total change in volumetric strain, $\Delta \varepsilon_p$, becomes zero for the first time in a test with $p'=$ const. From the results of undrained and drained triaxial compression tests, Chu (1995) suggested that for contractive sands, the steady, critical, characteristic and phase transformation states are the same and describes ultimate flow behaviour. On the other hand, Chu showed that for dilative sands, the principal effective stress ratio $(\sigma'_1)/(\sigma'_3)$ at the phase transformation and characteristic states was the same but quite different from that at the critical state.

It is recognized that for dilative (or partially contractive) sands a significant amount of strain due to cyclic or monotonic loading starts to develop only after the effective stress state of the sample crosses the phase transformation state (Vaid and Chern 1985b).

The location of the phase transformation line in the p'-q stress space depends on the relative density and type of sand (Alarcon-Guzman, Leonards, and Chameau, 1988). For initially contractive specimens, the angle of phase transformation, $\phi_{pt}$, is slightly smaller than the large strain angle of shear resistance, $\phi$. In this case, initial liquefaction is likely to develop during the first few unloading stages after the stress path crosses the phase transformation line. As the relative density of the sand increases, the phase transformation line moves away from the failure line, since
dilation would prevail at much lower stress ratios (Ishihara 1985). Accordingly, in dense sands, many cycles of loading and unloading may be required to reach a condition of zero effective stress after crossing the phase transformation line for the first time. Once initial liquefaction develops, a certain amount of shear strain is required to remobilize a given shear resistance. The resistance obtained is then a function of the relative density of the sand (Seed and Lee 1966; Selig and Chang 1981; Youd 1977).

Figure 2.17 Idealized stress paths for undrained monotonic shear tests.
2.10 Flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility.

The term liquefaction has actually been used to describe a number of related phenomena. Because the phenomena can have similar effects, it can be difficult to distinguish between them. These phenomena can be divided into two main categories: flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility.

A simple means for understanding the difference between flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility as observed in the laboratory is through the use of the state diagram, shown in Figure 2.18, as was presented by Castro and Poulos (1977). The axes are void ratio and effective minor principal stress, $\sigma'_3$. The steady state line shown represents the locus of states in which a soil can flow at constant void ratio, constant effective minor principal stress and constant shear stress. The void ratio at the steady state is the same as defined by Casagrande.

Flow liquefaction is the result of undrained failure of a fully saturated highly contractive (loose) sand, starting at C and ending with steady-state flow at constant volume and constant $\sigma'_3$ as shown in Fig. 2.18. During undrained flow, the soil remains at point A in the state diagram. Saturated sand whose initial point is above point Q has zero strength and is also neither dilative nor contractive. The strength of this soil after liquefaction will be zero.

Flow liquefaction failures are characterized by the sudden nature of their origin, the speed with which they develop, and the large distance over which the liquefied material often move.
When a fully saturated dilative sand starting at point D is loaded monotonically (statically) under undrained condition it moves slightly to the left of point D but then it will move horizontally toward the steady-state line as load is increased. If a new test is started at point D by applying cyclic loading and following the behaviour by plotting the average void ratio and effective stress each time the applied cyclic load passes through zero. In this case, according to Castro and Poulos, the state point moves horizontally to the left, because the average void ratio is held constant and the pore water pressure rises due to cyclic loading. The magnitude of pore water pressure buildup in the cyclic test will depend on the magnitude of the cyclic load, the number of cycles, the type of test, and the soil type, to name a few variables. In particular, it has been observed in the laboratory that in triaxial tests for which the hydrostatic stress condition is passed during cycling, and if a large enough number of cycles of sufficient size are applied, the state point for the average conditions in the specimen eventually reaches zero effective stress at point B each time the hydrostatic stress state is reached. During this time, strains develop and the specimen softens. If these strains are large enough, one can say that the specimen has developed cyclic mobility. Subsequent application of undrained monotonic loading, after the specimen has developed cyclic mobility, moves the state point to the right toward the steady-state line, and the resistance of the specimen increases.

Deformations due to cyclic mobility develop incrementally and are much smaller than those developed by flow liquefaction. They can only take place during the application of cyclic loading, whereas flow liquefaction can be triggered by a load which is either static or dynamic.
The summary of the differences between flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility are indicated in table 2.2.

Figure 2.18 Undrained tests on fully saturated sands depicted on state diagram (Castro and Poulos, 1977).
Table 2.2 Differences between flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility (Verdugo 1992).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOW LIQUEFACTION</th>
<th>CYCLIC MOBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It involves a loss in shear strength.</td>
<td>It does not entail any loss in shear strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only such states above a particular boundary in the $e$-$p'$ plane are susceptible to undergo flow liquefaction.</td>
<td>Loose as well as dense cohesionless soils under low or high overburden pressure can develop cyclic mobility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It may be triggered only when driving forces are greater than the undrained steady state strength.</td>
<td>If there is no chance for a flow liquefaction, the bigger the driving forces, the bigger the cyclic strength.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It can be triggered by either cyclic or static loading, as long as the load is fast enough to put the soil under undrained condition.</td>
<td>It can be developed only during the application of undrained cyclic loading.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During flow liquefaction, the effective stresses drop to constant values which are equal to solely in the case of extremely loose sandy soil.</td>
<td>For reversed amplitude of cyclic stress, cyclic mobility is associated with momentarily zero effective stresses.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLOW LIQUEFACTION</th>
<th>CYCLIC MOBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During flow liquefaction, the soil mass deforms conti-</td>
<td>During cyclic mobility, the soil mass undergoes cyclic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuously under its residual shear strength.</td>
<td>deformation without mobilize necessarily its ultimate shear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow liquefaction involve remarkably large deformation</td>
<td>Cyclic mobility usually compromise a moderate level of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of several kilo meters, mainly depending on the differ-</td>
<td>deformation, but sufficiently large to cause damage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ence (shear stress-steady state strength) and the geo-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metry of the problem itself.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The higher the effective overburden pressure, the high-</td>
<td>The higher the effective overburden pressure, the mor-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>er the possibility of the soil mass to be in such that</td>
<td>e difficult it is to build up pore pressure, and there-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>induce flow failure.</td>
<td>fore to develop cyclic mobility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The residual strength is known if the void ratio is</td>
<td>Only the deformation that takes place in a sample are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>known.</td>
<td>known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.11 Factors affecting liquefaction potential.

Factors which have some effect on the liquefaction potential of sands were studied by different investigators, among them Lee and Fitton (1969) Castro and Poulos (1977) Seed and Idriss (1971) and Hird and Hassona (1990) were the few. The main findings include 1, soil type; 2, relative density or void ratio; 3, initial confining pressure; 4, intensity of ground shaking; and 5, duration of ground shaking.

Soil type:- Uniformly graded soils are more susceptible to liquefaction than well graded soils because the reduced tendency for volumetric strains of well graded soils decreases the amount of excess pore water pressures that can develop during undrained conditions. Fine sands are more prone to liquefaction than coarse grained ones, this is because of that a more permeable soils will allow the build up in pore water pressures to dissipate and so liquefaction will not occur as easily.

Relative density:- Since the classical work of Casagrande (1936), it has been generally recognized that the susceptibility of a given soil to liquefaction is greatly dependent on its void ratio or relative density. It is the one which greatly affects the densification and hence the development of pore water pressure during vibration. The results of a series cyclic triaxial tests performed on samples of saturated sand at different void ratios and a confining pressure of 1 Kg per sq. cm is shown in Fig. 2.19. From this result it is apparent that the cyclic stress required to cause initial liquefaction in a given number of cycles increases with the initial density.
Initial confining pressure:- When a large initial confining pressure is applied to a soil, the intensity of vibration or the number of particular stress cycles must be large for the stress to be transferred to the pore water pressure. Therefore, high initial confining pressure reduces the possibility of liquefaction. The effect of confining pressure on the liquefaction potential is clearly shown in Fig. 2.20. The curves shown in this figure were obtained from cyclic triaxial tests conducted at the same initial void ratio and three different confining pressures. While the curves are similar in shape, their position is governed by the initial effective confining pressure. As the confining pressure increases, the curves shift upward on the diagram.

The intensity of ground shaking:- For a soil in a given condition and under a given confining pressure, the possibility of liquefaction to take place depends on the magnitude of the stresses or strains induced in it by the earthquake. These in turn are related to the intensity of ground shaking.

Duration of ground shaking:- The duration of ground shaking is a significant factor in determining liquefaction because it determines in a general way the number of significant stress or strain cycles to which a soil is subjected. All laboratory studies of soil liquefaction under cyclic loading conditions show that for any given stress or strain level, the onset of liquefaction depends on the application of a requisite number of stress or strain cycles.
Figure 2.19 Effect of density on the cyclic stress causing initial liquefaction, $\sigma'_3 = 1$ kg per sq. cm (Seed and Lee, 1965).
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Figure 2.20 Effect of confining pressure on the cyclic stress causing initial liquefaction (Peacock and Seed 1968).
Chapter 3
Laboratory testing equipment, material and procedure

3.1 Introduction.

The experimental work of this investigation has been done using the conventional triaxial test. This test is the most widely used procedure for investigating several important properties of soil behaviour such as: stiffness, strength, dilatancy, stress-strain relationships and anisotropy among others. The triaxial test has been used for research as well as for determination of parameters for the design of real projects.

In this type of test, a cylindrical sample is sealed in a water-tight rubber
membrane and enclosed in a cell in which it can be subjected to fluid (usually water) pressure. The sample sits in the cell between a rigid base and a rigid cap. This configuration immediately creates specific boundary conditions. In the field the boundary conditions can not be exactly known nor can they be completely simulated by any laboratory test. In this sense, laboratory measurements have always to be seen as an approximation of what may actually occur in the field. According to Baldi et al (1986), the world-wide use of the triaxial test in geotechnical engineering is because of the following advantages:

- Relative simplicity of drainage control and measurement of pore pressure.

- Ability to measure axial and volumetric strains.

- Use of solid cylindrical specimens, which can be conveniently obtained from a tube sampler or easily trimmed from block samples.

- Versatility of the equipment, which may be used for a variety of determinations besides triaxial strength and stiffness such as for instance, consolidation and permeability parameters, wave velocity, dynamic parameters and so forth.

On the other hand, the conventional triaxial test has some limitations, perhaps the most important are being the influence of end restraint and sample height.

For the conventional triaxial test to be useful in obtaining the stress-strain behaviour of a soil, it is desirable that a homogenous state of
stress and strain should exist in the sample. Only if this state of homogeneity can be assumed can the stresses and the strains in the sample be calculated from the external loads and displacements in a simple manner. With regard to the state of strain in triaxial samples, experimental work by Kirkpatrick and Belshaw (1968) and Kirkpatrick and Younger (1970, 1971) showed that for sands, several nonuniform conditions existed in samples tested with rough (non lubricated) platens. In addition to the above, Ibsen (1994) has also found that samples with a height to diameter ratio of 2 developed nonuniformities in strain resulting in measurements of incorrect stress-strain relations of the material. During undrained conditions the nonuniform development in volumetric strain results in inner draining and internal variation in porosity. A high degree of homogeneity of strain may be found in tests performed on samples tested with the sample height equal to the diameter and with smooth end platens. The technique used in the present research to avoid the significant non homogeneity, is explained in the next section.
3.2 Test equipment.

A static/dynamic load triaxial cell unit was used in the current study. The equipment was built at the Department of Geotechnical Engineering NTNU (Fig. 3.1). The equipment’s measuring systems consisted of:

- Axial load:- The axial load applied to the samples was measured by a load transducer installed in the top frame and connected directly to the axial piston. The transducer has a maximum capacity of 25KN.

- Pore water pressure:- In the case of an undrained test, pore water pressure was measured by a pressure transducer connected to the top and bottom of the sample. The maximum capacity of the pore water transducer was 700KPa.

- Axial deformation:- The axial deformation of the sample was measured by a linear variable differential variable transducer (LVDT), which was connected directly to the axial piston. The gauge has an accuracy of 0.01mm and a maximum elongation of 30mm.

- Volume change:- The volume change of the samples, during consolidation and drained tests was measured by a calibrated electronic burette connected to the top and to the bottom of the samples. A burette graduated to 0.1cm$^3$ was used for all tests.

To ensure homogeneous stress and strain conditions, all the tests were performed on cylindrical samples with a height and diameter equal to 54mm, and bounded by lubricated as well as enlarged end plates (Fig.
3.2 Test equipment.

3.2. Both end plates (enlarged diameter of 62.9mm) were made from polished glass with a center hole for drainage. A 7mm diameter and 3mm-thick porous stones were placed in the hole during the test. A silicon grease-rubber interface was placed between the plates and the samples.

Figure 3.1 Triaxial test equipment.
Figure 3.2 Typical sample with height equal to the diameter and smooth heads before testing
3.3 Membrane penetration.

Experimental investigations on the stress-strain behaviour of sand are normally conducted with a shearing apparatus where the lateral surface of the sand specimen is covered by a rubber membrane, which transmits the cell fluid stresses to the specimen. When a sand specimen surrounded by a rubber membrane undergoes a change in the confining pressure under a drained condition, a part of the volumetric strain that occurs is caused by the sand itself as a response to the new stress state. However, another part is caused by the deflection of the membrane between the points of contact of the membrane and the grains. This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig.3.4 and is usually called membrane penetration. When a positive increment of effective confining pressure takes place, the membrane is pushed into peripheral voids and a positive volume change occurs due to the membrane effect. Conversely, when a negative increment of effective confining pressure takes place, the membrane is pushed out from the peripheral voids and a negative volume change takes place due to the membrane deflection.

Moreover, the effect of membrane penetration in an undrained test is to induce a partially drained state as a result of the membrane penetrating into (or withdrawing out of) the peripheral voids of the sand specimen. An increase in pore pressure would cause the membrane to move outwards from the interstices, and as a consequence the excess pore pressure generated will be smaller than that in a truly undrained test. Unlike in a drained test, where membrane penetration affects only volumetric strain and not the effective stress state in the sand, in an undrained test the effective stress state is directly influenced by the membrane penetra-
tion. This may have a profound influence on the measured steady state or phase transformation undrained strength of the sand, depending on the magnitude of the membrane penetration (Sivathayalan and Vaid 1998). The effective stress-path of undrained triaxial tests from Lade and Hernandez (1977) on Antelope Valley sand are shown in Fig.3.5 demonstrating the effect of membrane penetration. In this diagram the developed pore pressure, \( \Delta u \), is measured by the horizontal distance from a line at 45\(^\circ\) to the stress point as indicated on the figure. As can be seen, the pore pressures developed at stress obliquities below failure in the tests with reduced membrane flexibility are approximately double those developed in the tests with full effects of membrane penetration. Even higher pore pressure would be expected in tests with complete elimination of the membrane flexibility (Lade and Hernandez 1977).

Figure 3.3 Illustration of membrane penetration (Evans and Seed 1987).
3.3 Membrane penetration.

Over the past 40 years there has been considerable progress made in developing methods to accurately evaluate the magnitude of membrane penetration effects. Newland and Alley (1957, 1959) were the first investigators to propose a method for evaluating volumetric membrane penetration due to changes in applied effective confining pressures in triaxial testing. Assuming isotropic compression and rebound of triaxial specimens under varying hydrostatic loadings, they calculated volumetric membrane penetration as the difference between total volumetric strain and three times the measured axial strain induced by application of an isotropic stress increase in drained tests on saturated specimens. However, there is strong evidence reported by El Shohby (1964) and others
indicating that the soil behaves anisotropically even under hydrostatic loading, which makes this procedure unreliable.

Another procedure was proposed by Roscoe et al. (1963) and modified later by Raju and Sadasivan (1974). In this method, hydrostatic loading tests are conducted in several soil specimens where different size dummy brass rods of the same height as the specimen have been placed coaxially inside each specimen as illustrated schematically in Fig.3.6. As the diameter of the rods increases, the actual volume of soil volume decreases while membrane penetration is kept constant, because the surface area of the membrane remains the same. For different values of cell pressure, the total volume change versus the volume of the sand sample are plotted as shown in Fig.3.7 from Raju and Sadasivan (1974). Assuming a straight line between these two variables, the membrane penetration can be estimated by extrapolation of this curve for a diameter of the rod equal to the specimen diameter which means zero soil sample volume and, therefore, occurrence of volume change due only to membrane penetration. The linear extrapolation for a rod diameter equal to the specimen diameter can be questioned and also the inclusion of a metal rod within the specimen may cause different soil responses than a soil specimen without a rod (Vaid et al.1984), hence this method does not provide clear reliability.
An alternative procedure to evaluate the membrane penetration has been proposed by Vaid and Negussey (1984), mainly based on the assumption that the behaviour of the soil is isotropic during the unloading steps of an isotropic consolidation test. Consequently, the membrane penetration can be assessed as the difference between the measured volumetric strain and three times the axial strain. Moreover, a second consideration that the membrane penetration is the same under loading and unloading is required and it has been proved experimentally by Vaid and Negussey (1984). This procedure to evaluate the membrane penetration seems to be the most popular in these days, mainly because of its simplicity (Verdugo 1992).
On the other hand, Baldi and Nova (1984) have developed a simplified analysis of membrane penetration that has been validated using experimental data reported with different experimental devices and with various types of membranes. Baldi and Nova proposed the following semi empirical expression to account for the volume change due to the membrane penetration phenomenon,

\[
V_m = \frac{1}{2} \frac{d_g}{D} V_o \left( \frac{\sigma'_3 d_g}{E_m t_m} \right)^{1/3}
\]

(3.1)

Where,

\( V_m \) = Volume change caused by membrane penetration

\( D \) = Diameter of the sample

\( V_o \) = Initial volume of the sample

\( d_g \) = Grain size

\( \sigma'_3 \) = Effective confining pressure

\( E_m \) = Young modulus of membrane

\( t_m \) = Thickness of the membrane
3.3 Membrane penetration.

Figure 3.6 Evaluation of membrane penetration: a) annular flexible top platen, b) rigid top platen (Raju and Sadasivan 1974).
Laboratory testing equipment, material and procedure

In order to compare the above equation with experimental data, Baldi and Nova used a kind of normalization and defined the unit membrane penetration, $V_m$, as the ratio between $V_m$ and the circumferential area of the specimen (the area covered by the membrane). Thus

$$V_m = \frac{d_g}{8} \left( \frac{\sigma'_3 d_g}{E_m t_m} \right)^{1/3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Given that different researchers have shown that membrane penetration is approximately directly proportional to the logarithmic change in the effective confining pressure, Baldi and Nova defined the normalized membrane penetration, $S$, as follows,

$$S = \frac{\Delta V_m}{\Delta \log \sigma'_3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Taking the value of $d_g$ as the mean grain size, $D_{50}$, the normalized membrane penetration can be easily evaluated. Sladen et al. (1985a) replotted the data presented by Baldi and Nova (1984) with additions. Fig. 3.8 shows the plot reported by Sladen et al. (1985a) indicating the normalized membrane penetration versus the mean grain size, $D_{50}$. In this figure the above equation proposed by Baldi and Nova for the normalized membrane penetration, $S$, has been plotted (see Baldi and Nova 1984). As can be seen there is a good agreement between the semi empirical expression developed by Baldi and Nova and the published experimental data. Therefore, the volume change caused by membrane penetration can be evaluated using Eq. 3.1.
Since the mathematical expression developed by Baldi and Nova shows a good fitting with the experimental data, its usage to check the membrane penetration for the present research seems reasonable.

According to the above expression, a change in the effective confining pressure of 700 kPa would produce a volume change caused by membrane penetration of 0.410 cm$^3$. Considering a dry soil weight of 203.37 g, the associated change in void ratio of the sample is $\Delta e = 0.005$. This variation is very small, and therefore, the void ratio of the sample was not corrected for membrane penetration effects.
Figure 3.7 Evaluation of membrane penetration (Sladen et al., 1985a).
3.4 Material tested.

The sand used in this investigation was a uniform medium Hokksund sand. This material is commercially available and it is often used in Norway for geotechnical studies. Data presented by the Norwegian Geotechnical Institute indicates that this sand is composed of 35% quartz, 25% Sodium feldspar, 20% Potassium feldspar, 10% Mica, 5% Amphibole and 5% others. The grain size distribution curve of Hokksund sand is shown in Fig. 3.3. The physical properties of this sand are shown in Table 3.1. The maximum porosity, $n_{\text{max}}$, has been found by filling dry sand through a funnel into a cylinder from a negligible height. The minimum porosity, $n_{\text{min}}$, has been found by filling moist sand into a steel cylinder in approximately 2 cm thick layers and vibrating each layer for about 30 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific gravity, $G_s$</th>
<th>2.71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of uniformity, $C_u$</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum porosity, $n_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum porosity, $n_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{60}$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape of grains</td>
<td>Sharp edges, cubical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.8 Grain size distribution of Hokksund sand.
3.5 Sample preparation.

The method of under compaction by wet tamping was used to prepare the sample. Void ratio was chosen as the control parameter because different samples were prepared with void ratios varying between the maximum and minimum void ratios.

Oven-dried, pre weighed soil was well mixed with distilled water in a proportion of 6\% in weight 16 hours before use and sealed. The reason for this waiting period was to allow moisture to be evenly distributed throughout the soil. Each test sample had a 54 mm diameter and height, and was compacted in six layers in a rubber membrane confined by an air-tight split mould attached to the bottom cap of the triaxial cell.

The soil for each layer was weighed, placed in 6 separate containers and kept sealed until they were placed in the mould. Each layer was gently compacted by means of a metal mass held by a rod until the preestablished height was reached. The dimensions of the metal mass were 95 mm in height and 32 mm in diameter with a total mass of 600 g.

After the last layer was compacted, a vacuum of\text{-}96 kPa was applied to the top and bottom drainage lines and the membrane was pulled up and down around the top and bottom caps. To tighten both ends of the membrane on the two caps, double o-rings were used around each cap and then the split mold was removed from the sample. The diameter and height of the compacted sample were measured. The sample diameter was measured at three locations (top, bottom, and middle) and the average value was used for density calculation.
3.6 Test procedure.

Prior to being consolidated each sample was saturated by one of the two following procedures:

1. In the first procedure samples were saturated initially by flushing de-aired water through the sample under a vacuum of -96kPa (it required to apply full vacuum to all samples in order to remove air trapped), and then applying a back pressure in increments up to a typical value of 300kPa. The value used was determined by increasing the back pressure until the B value (ratio of the change in pore-water pressure $\Delta u$ to change in cell pressure $\Delta\sigma_3$) became larger than 0.96.

2. In the second procedure full saturation was achieved by first applying on the sample a vacuum of -96kPa for 12 hours. Next, carbon dioxide gas was introduced at a pressure of 30kPa at a cell pressure of 100kPa and then removed by vacuum, the purpose being to flush any remaining air from the sample. Then de-aired water was introduced under vacuum and flushed through the sample. In this technique also, the degree of saturation of the sample was sufficiently high to produce a B value of 0.96 or better.

After the saturation process was completed, the samples were isotropically consolidated by gradually increasing the cell pressure until the desired pressure was achieved with opening the drainage valve. All the samples tested were isotropically consolidated. In addition, a small axial load, sufficient to maintain the samples in an isotropic state of stress, was applied to the piston screwed into the top cap. During this phase of
the test, change in volume was recorded and the result was used to calculate the volume of the samples after consolidation and prior to shearing. The time of consolidation was 30 minutes for all samples. The consolidation was considered to be finished, if when the drainage valve closed, the pore water pressure did not change for 3 minutes.

After consolidation, in all static tests, the samples were axially loaded in the compression or extension mode under constant cell pressure. All static tests were performed under a strain controlled condition. Axial strain rate of about 4% per hour (0.036mm/min.) was used in all tests. Following the completion of the test, the samples were collected to determine their water content as a check for previous density and final void ratio calculations. In all samples, the final water contents confirmed with a good accuracy that the calculated initial densities and final void ratios were correct.

In all cyclic tests, the samples were mounted and consolidated as previously described for the static tests. After consolidation was completed, initial static shear stresses were applied to the desired values in undrained conditions. Then a sinusoidal waves form of cyclic axial loads were applied at a frequency of 0.1Hz under undrained conditions. These tests were performed under stress controlled conditions.

In the current study a cyclic stress ratios $q_{cy}/(2\sigma_3')$ ranging from 0.2 to 0.6 were used, to develop a pore water pressure equal to the applied confining stress and different shear strain amplitudes.
3.7 Testing program

The tests performed in connection with this research were:-

1. CU:- Isotropically consolidated undrained monotonic loading tests.

2. CD:- Isotropically consolidated drained monotonic loading tests.

3. CUC:- Isotropically consolidated undrained cyclic loading tests.

Most of the monotonic loading tests were performed in the compression mode. However, a limited number of undrained monotonic loading tests were carried out in the extension mode in order to see possible behaviour differences due to the modes of loading and to locate the phase transformation lines in the extension stress path plane. In addition to the conventional undrained tests, some consolidated constant volume (CCV) tests were also performed. These tests were carried out by controlling the cell pressure in such a way that \( \Delta \varepsilon_p = 0 \) throughout the test. In this way the undrained condition is ensured and the effective stress path is followed throughout the test.

The main purpose of this testing program was to study the behaviour of saturated sands under different loadings and to establish a link between undrained monotonic and undrained cyclic loading conditions.

The monotonic triaxial loadings were performed on isotropically consolidated samples having the following initial relative densities:-

- Relatively loose, relative density of 30%. This corresponds to a
3.8 Test data interpretation.

Porosity of 45.5%.

- Medium dense, relative density of 57%. This corresponds to a porosity of 42.33%.

- Dense, relative density of 87%. This corresponds to a porosity of 38.3%.

In all monotonic triaxial tests the consolidation pressure were varied from 125kPa to 700kPa.

The cyclic triaxial tests were performed on isotropically consolidated samples with an initial relative density of 30% and an effective confining pressure of 125kPa.

3.8 Test data interpretation.

The parameters, which are used to describe the response of the samples, are calculated from the measurements taken during the tests. These parameters are:-

- Strains.

Axial strain, \( \varepsilon_a = \frac{\Delta L}{L_0} \)  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)
Volumetric strain, \( \varepsilon_p = \frac{\Delta V}{V_o} \) (3.5)

Radial strain, \( \varepsilon_r \)

For drained tests, \( \varepsilon_r = (\varepsilon_p - \varepsilon_a)/2 \) (3.6)

For undrained tests, \( \varepsilon_r = (-\varepsilon_a)/2 \) (3.7)

Shear strain, \( \varepsilon_q = \frac{2}{3}(\varepsilon_a - \varepsilon_r) \) (3.8)

Where \( \Delta L \) = change of length

\( L_o \) = initial length

\( \Delta V \) = change of volume

\( V_o \) = initial volume

- Stresses
3.8 Test data interpretation.

Axial stress, $\sigma = \frac{N}{A}$  

(3.9)

Deviatoric stress, $q = (\sigma_1 - \sigma_3)$  

(3.10)

Mean stress, $p = (\sigma_1 + 2\sigma_3)/3$  

(3.11)

Where $N$ = normal force

$A$ = the true cross sectional area

In triaxial test the cross sectional area of the sample changes continuously during loading. Therefore one should make area corrections in order to get the correct responses of the sample. In this investigation, it was assumed that the sample deforms as a right cylinder keeping its original shape. The corrected areas for the drained and undrained tests were calculated using the following equations respectively (see appendix A).

$$A = A_0 \left( 1 + \varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_r^2 \right)$$  

(3.12)

$$A = A_0 \left( 1 + \varepsilon_a + \frac{1}{4} \varepsilon_a^2 \right)$$  

(3.13)
• Shear and bulk modulus

\[ G = \frac{\Delta q}{3\Delta \varepsilon_q} \quad (3.14) \]

\[ K = \frac{\Delta p'}{\Delta \varepsilon_p} \quad (3.15) \]
Chapter 4
Monotonic triaxial test results

4.1 Introduction.

In this chapter, the monotonic triaxial test results are presented and discussed. The tests were conducted on isotropically consolidated samples sheared at a constant rate of axial strain 0.036 mm/min. in triaxial compression and extension. The test series were organized so that the effects of initial relative density and consolidation pressure were examined successively in all types of tests.

Samples were formed at a fixed initial void ratio $e_i$ using the wet tamping method as described in section 3.5 and series of tests performed after consolidated to various levels of initial confining pressures. A similar
series of tests were then repeated on samples formed at another fixed initial void ratio. In this manner, three initial void ratio states were covered. This enable investigation of undrained and drained behaviour that covered a wide range of initial states \( (e_c \text{ and } \sigma'_3) \) of the sand. In this testing programme a total of 34 samples were tested. All tests were performed with an initial back pressure of 300kPa.

4.2 Drained monotonic compression test results.

A series of conventional triaxial tests with constant confining pressure were carried out under a drained condition of loading. The samples were consolidated at confining pressures of, 125, 225, 425, 700kPa. The relative densities of the samples in a set were, 30%, 57% and 87%.

For each relative density, Fig.4.1 to 4.3 shows the stress path, deviatoric stress versus axial strain and volumetric strain versus axial strain. From these figures, one can see clearly the effect of confining pressure and relative density on the behaviour of drained sand.

For all levels of confining pressure, the results on dense specimens (Fig. 4.1) show that the deviatoric stress increases to a peak then drops with increasing the axial strain. The increase in deviatoric stresses are associated with a slight initial volumetric contraction, followed by a gradually increasing rate of volume expansion (dilation). The post-peak reduc-
tion in deviatoric stress is associated with a decreased rate of dilation until shear at a constant volume occurs at a steady state. Dilation is gradually decreased as the confining pressure increases. The value of deviatoric stress increases until a maximum deviatoric stress is reached then the mean and deviatoric stresses decrease until a steady state is observed. Since these tests are drained tests, the stress path (q-p') diagram displays a straight line with a slope of 1:3

Fig.4.2 shows the results of tests on samples with an initial relative density of 57%. Although these samples also display a dilative behaviour for the range of the pressure used, the maximum deviatoric stresses are significantly less in comparison to those observed at a relative density of 87%.

As the relative density further decreases to 30%, the maximum deviatoric stresses continue to decrease significantly (Fig.4.3). The volumetric strains become contractive at the two levels of confining pressures ($\sigma'_3$ = 425kPa and 700kPa). While for the other two confining pressures ($\sigma'_3$ =125kPa and 225kPa), the sand shows dilative behaviour at large axial strain levels. Here also the value of q and p' increase gradually to a maximum.
Figure 4.1 Drained monotonic compression loading behaviour of initially dense sand under different confining pressures. a) Effective stress paths, b) stress-strain curves and c) volumetric strain versus axial strain curves.
4.2 Drained monotonic compression test results.

Figure 4.2 Drained monotonic compression loading behaviour of initially medium dense sand under different confining pressures. a) Effective stress paths, b) stress-strain curves and c) volumetric strain versus axial strain curves.
Figure 4.3 Drained monotonic compression loading behaviour of initially loose saturated sand under different confining pressures. a) Effective stress paths, b) stress-strain curves and c) volumetric strain versus axial strain curves.
4.3 Undrained monotonic compression test results.

Undrained monotonic triaxial compression tests were conducted on loose, medium dense and dense sand samples subjected to an initial effective isotropic confining pressures ranging from 125 to 700 kPa. Stress paths, stress-strain curves and developed pore water pressures for the three relative densities are shown in Figs. 4.4 to 4.6. It may be noted that the range of observed undrained response covers the range of behaviour from partially liquefied to dilative.

For the effective confining pressures of 225 and 425 kPa, the samples having an initial relative density of 30% developed a deviator stresses plateau over a certain range of strain before the shear resistances started to increase once again due to dilation with further straining (Fig. 4.4(b) and (c)). It may also be seen that the stress-strain curves after the plateau were flatter than that in the initial stage of loadings. While for the 125 kPa confining pressure, the deviatoric stress was increased very rapidly for the first few strains and then after it was monotonically increased at a decreasing rate. On the other hand, the effective stress paths of these samples move at the beginning to the left and then bend sharply upwards and to the right. It may be observed that for all levels of confining pressures the samples required high strains before phase transformation states occurred. Furthermore, once the samples passed the phase transformation state, their effective stress paths approached the common failure envelope rather quickly with further loading.
The results of tests on samples with an initial relative density of 57% are presented in Fig. 4.5. It can be seen that for the range of pressure used, the response is always with a dilative portion where the pore pressure increments are negative and therefore, the effective stress paths move up to the right after initially moving to the left.

Fig.4.6 shows the results of tests on samples with an initial relative density of 87%. For all levels of confining pressures, the response of the samples is always after initially being contractive, dilative and forming cavitation at the end. As the pore water pressure-strain curves make clear, the pore water pressure in each test begins at the imposed back pressure value, but after a small initial positive pore water pressure it decreases until cavitation occurs at a pore water pressure of roughly -96kPa. From the effective stress paths, it also possible to see the developed cavitation. In each test the initial paths are nearly the same. When cavitation occurs, the slope changes abruptly to become equal to the drained value of 1:3. If one projected the drained stress path back down to the level of zero deviatoric stress, it intersects the mean stress axis at exactly the value of the initial confining stress. The soil starts to develop cavitation when the pore water pressure fails to prevent the interlocking disrupter, i.e. \( \Delta \varepsilon_p \) is no longer equal to zero. This means that the failure condition is controlled by the same mechanism as failure under drained condition. In contrast to the loose soil, these samples reached the phase transformation states at a very early stage (Fig. 4.6a) and they required relatively high stress increments to reach the common failure envelope.
4.4 Undrained monotonic extension test results.

An additional series of triaxial tests were performed in undrained extension. In a manner similar to that used in undrained compression, a series of undrained extension samples were prepared and isotropically consolidated to the same stress levels as the compression tests. Undrained shearing was performed by reducing the axial stress by applying tension to the loading rod, which was threaded into the sample top cap. In this method of loading, the axial stress becomes the minor principal stress, while the intermediate and major principal stresses are equal and represented by the lateral stress.

At large strains, specimens tested in extension are prone to nonuniform straining, resulting in formation of a “neck” or portion of the specimen with reduced diameter. In this testing program, the onset of necking was observed to occur at axial strains of approximately 10%. All samples, however, reached the phase transformation states prior to the appearance of such nonuniformities.

The results of the undrained extension tests are plotted in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, which compare the stresses-strains and the effective stress paths of these tests with those of the compression tests illustrated in Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6. By comparing pairs of samples in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 and that have been consolidated to the same stress level and have the
same void ratios but loaded by the two different methods, it consistently appears that the samples tested in extension are considerably weaker and more contractive than those tested in compression. The phase transformation lines in extension appear to have slightly less slope to that in compression.
Figure 4.4 Undrained monotonic compression loading behaviour of initially loose sand under different confining pressures. a) Effective stress paths, b) stress-strain curves and c) pore water pressure versus strain curves.
Figure 4.5 Undrained monotonic compression loading behaviour of initially medium dense sand under different confining pressures. a) Effective stress paths, b) stress-strain curves and c) pore water pressure versus strain curves.
4.4 Undrained monotonic extension test results.

Figure 4.6 Undrained monotonic compression loading behaviour of initially dense sand under different confining pressures. a) Effective stress paths, b) stress-strain curves and c) pore water pressure versus strain curves.
Figure 4.7 Stress-strain plots of both triaxial compression and extension tests performed on loose, medium dense and dense samples.
Figure 4.8 Effective stress path plots of both triaxial compression and extension tests performed on loose, medium dense and dense samples.
4.5 Steady state from drained and undrained compression tests.

Irrespective of the initial state of the samples, when the strain level is large enough, the soil mass tends to approach a condition of continuous deformation under constant shear stress and volume. This stage of the soil response is certainly apparent in most of the drained and undrained test results shown in Figs. 4.1 to 4.6 when the axial strains are larger than 20-25%. However, as can be observed from the same figures, there are also some test results where the deviatoric stress and the mean stress are still increasing after an axial strain of 27%. Nevertheless, the increments are small, hence in these cases, the stresses at an axial strain around 27% have been taken as ultimate or steady state of the samples.

Fig. 4.9 shows the paths in terms of void ratio-mean effective stress for drained and undrained compression tests. The marked points shown in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 indicate the ultimate conditions achieved by the two types of tests and which suppose to be the steady state of the soil under investigation. As can be observed, there is a good correlation between the sample void ratios and the effective mean stress developed at large deformation, irrespective of the type of the test and the initial state of the sample. However, it is important to note that the scatter in the experimental results obtained from drained tests is more significant than the undrained tests. Accordingly, it seems that drained tests are not the most suitable tests to evaluate the steady state line. In undrained test on dense sand, when the pore water pressure reaches to a maximum suction value (approx. -96kPa), the nature of the loading changes from und-
4.5 Steady state from drained and undrained compression tests.

rained to drained. That means after cavitation occurs in the pore water, the volume of the sample changes continuously. In this study this volume change was not recorded and because of this the results of the dense samples are not included in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.

Stresses at steady state obtained from both the undrained and drained triaxial tests are shown on a plot of $q$ versus $p'$ in Fig. 4.11. The data fall in a relatively narrow band and close to a reasonably straight line. The average ratio of $q/(p' + a)$ at the steady state ($M$) is 1.5; this corresponds to an effective angle of internal friction of $36.9^0$ and an attraction of 10kPa. This result indicated that at the steady state the angle of internal friction of Hokksund is not affected by packing density, type of tests and stress levels.
Figure 4.9 Variations of void ratio with effective mean stress in drained and undrained compression tests.

Figure 4.10 Steady state data from drained and undrained triaxial compression tests and steady state line.
4.5 Steady state from drained and undrained compression tests.

Figure 4.11 Strength envelope at the steady state

\[ M = 1.5 \]
\[ \phi = 36.9^\circ \]
\[ a = 10 \text{kPa} \]
Shear and bulk modulus

The shear and bulk modulus of the material under investigation were calculated from the initial slopes of the deviatoric stress versus shear strain and mean stress versus volumetric strain curves using Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15. Both theoretical considerations and practical experiments show that the initial tangent modulus are generally dependent on the mean stress $p'$ according to Nordal (1996).

$$G = g_0 P_a \left( \frac{p' + a}{P_a} \right)^{1 - n} \quad (4.1)$$

$$K = k_0 P_a \left( \frac{p' + a}{P_a} \right)^{1 - n} \quad (4.2)$$

In which $P_a$ is atmospheric pressure expressed in the same units as $G$, $K$ and $p'$. $g_0$ and $k_o$ are non-dimensional moduli numbers, and $n$ is an exponent determining the rate of variations of $G$ and $K$ with $p'$.

The bulk and shear modulus calculated from results of the undrained and drained compression tests are plotted in double logarithmic coordinate systems as shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13. The parameters $g_0$, $k_0$ and $n$ in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are determined from these figures. The intercepts of the best-fitting straight line for the data shown in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 with $\left( \frac{p' + a}{P_a} \right) = 1$ are the values of $g_0$ and $k_0$, and $n$ is the slopes of the lines. As can be seen from these figures for a given void ratio, the two elastic parameters vary linearly with the mean stress.
Figure 4.12 Variations of shear modulus in drained and undrained triaxial compression tests.
From the results of the tests described in the present chapter, the following conclusions can be drawn.

- The undrained and drained behaviour of saturated sand depends on both the void ratio after consolidation and the effective confining stress.

- For a given initial void ratio, the stress level to which samples are consolidated prior to shearing has significant effect on the developed shear strength in both drained and undrained tests. Samples consolidated to higher stresses consistently exhibited higher strength over a wide range of strain.
• In loose sands, the phase transformation line is inclined very close to the common (ultimate) stress paths. Hence, very small stress increments are required to reach the common stress path after crossing the phase transformation states. On the other hand, it is found that for dense sands high stress increments are required to reach the common stress path after the phase transformation states.

• When a dense sample is sheared with low back pressure in undrained compression tests, cavitation will takes place before it reaches to failure. Due to this the response of the sand starts to deviate from the common stress path. Failure occurs when the stress path reaches the drained failure envelope.

• For a given initial void ratio and confining pressure, samples tested in extension show considerably weaker and significantly more contractive behaviour than those tested in compression.

• At a given relative density, the effective stress ratio at the phase transformation state is slightly less in extension than in compression.

• When a loose sample is sheared in undrained tests, the deviator stress tends to increase continuously after it reaches a plateau over a certain range of strains. The rate of such an increase with strain, however, is very small. Therefore, the stress values at 27% strain are used to estimate the steady state.

• The same steady state line is obtained from undrained and drained tests. However, some scatter is evident on the test results computed
from drained tests. Therefore, drained tests are not recommended to establish the steady state line.

• From compression tests it appears that the friction angle mobilized at steady state is unique for the sand. It is independent of both the initial state (void ratio and confining pressure) and the type of the test (undrained or drained).
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Chapter 5
Cyclic triaxial test results

5.1 Introduction.

Undrained cyclic loading causes a progressive increase in pore-water pressure and cyclic deformation in saturated sand with increasing number of cycles. However, two distinct types of responses may be obtained with regard to the development of strain. As it was discussed in Chapter 2, these two responses are called flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility respectively. In the first type of response, the sand may lose large portion of its resistance and deform continuously. In the second type of response, large deformations may results from progressive stiffness degradation.

Although both flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility result in large deformations which are generally unacceptable for engineering purposes, the
mechanisms of strain development as a consequence of flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility are quite different. It is generally believed that relative density is the most important initial state parameter of sand controlling the development of strain under cyclic loading. Sand with low relative density is considered to be susceptible to flow liquefaction, while sand with high relative density is susceptible to cyclic mobility.

This Chapter describes the results of saturated samples prepared at three different initial relative densities, to illustrate the mechanisms of flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility for strain development under cyclic loading. In this testing programme 14 cyclic triaxial tests were conducted under the same confining pressure. Back pressure of 300kPa was applied in all tests. The Skempton’s pore water pressure coefficient (B-value) was greater than 0.96 for all samples.

5.2 Test results.

Typical cyclic triaxial test results on samples of loose, medium and dense sands are shown in Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. The failure envelope shown in Fig. 4.11 and phase transformation lines obtained from monotonic compression and extension loading test results are also plotted together with the cyclic stress paths of the three samples. In all tests, the effective stress paths moved toward the failure envelopes during cyclic loading and finally they traced the steady loops which were tangent to failure envelopes.

The results of a typical triaxial cyclic loading test on a sample of loose sand are shown in Fig. 5.1. The test data in this figure shows the effec-
tive stress path, strain versus number of cycles and pore-water pressure with number of cycles for an initial effective confining pressure of 125kPa. It may be seen that, the pore water pressure accumulated progressively and the developed strain is small until the effective stress path touches for the first time the phase transformation line in the extension side. Further cyclic loading beyond this phase transformation line caused the sample to loose its shear resistance, which was accompanied by the development of large deformation (characteristics of flow liquefaction) and a sharp increase in pore water pressure.

As it can be seen from Fig. 5.1(b), the developed strain amplitude was increased from 0.3% to 0.66% for the first 5 cycles. However, the application of the 6th cycle of loading produced a disproportionate effect. The axial strain during this stress cycle increased to about 1.64%. The strain amplitude increased further from 1.64% to 20% in the next two stress cycles. From pore water pressure versus number of cycles curves, it may be noted that during the 6th cycle the sample showed a decrease in pore water pressure when the maximum shear stress was reached. The effective stress state at which the sample starts to developed significant amount of strain was found to be essentially the same as the phase transformation line obtained from undrained monotonic loading. Similar to undrained monotonic loading, the phase transformation state in the cyclic loading also signifies the onset of significant deformation of dilative samples. After crossing the phase transformation line, very few stress cycles were applied to reduced the effective stress to zero and at the same time, to produce complete liquefaction of the sample.

Typical effective stress paths, strain versus number of cycles and pore
water pressure responses for medium and dense samples are shown in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. As in the case of loose sand, the sample withstood a number of stress cycles with no significant deformations, but after the effective stress paths reach the phase transformation line the strain amplitude begins to increase markedly. However, in contrast to loose sands, the strain amplitude increased relatively slowly with increasing number of cyclic stresses. Each cyclic stress after crossing the phase transformation line causes a large increase in pore water pressure, which also brings the sample close to the transient state of zero effective stress, but with very little change in deformation. Repetition of this phenomenon of stress state moving alternatively into the region beyond the phase transformation line with cycles of loading ultimately results in a transient state of zero effective stress, which is responsible for further accumulation of deformation. In contrast to the behaviour on the compression side, the effective cyclic stress path on the extension side forms a closed loop on the phase transformation line as the cyclic extension strains steadily increase. Here also it was found that, the effective stress states at which the samples start to dilate were the same as the phase transformation lines obtained from undrained monotonic loading tests on the two samples.

The above discussion can be made more clear by looking further into details of the development of strains and pore-water pressure in dense sand. As may be seen from Fig. 5.3(b) that, the sample accumulated very small deformations until the effective stress state reached the phase transformation line. From the first cycle until 11 cycles of loading, the strain amplitude increased from 0.13\% to 0.15\%. However, during the
12\textsuperscript{ve} stress cycle the deformation increased to a value 0.22%. In the next 40 cycles the strain amplitude increased further from 0.22% to about 1%. From Fig. 5.3 (a) and (c) it is apparent that starting from the 12\textsuperscript{ve} cycles the sample showed a decrease in pore water pressure when the maximum shear stress was reached. After the stress state crossed the phase transformation line, unloading of shear stress during the stress cycle resulted in an increase in pore water pressure with very little change in deformation. On the other hand, reloading caused the sample to develop relatively large deformation with an accompanying drop in pore water pressure.

The influence of the density of the sand on the strain amplitudes that develop after crossing the phase transformation line and initial liquefaction (In this investigation, initial liquefaction or 100% pore pressure was defined when the pore-water pressure of the samples became equal to the applied confining pressure during the course of cyclic stress application) is clearly shown in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen from this figure that:

- The loose sand developed large strains immediately after crossing the phase transformation line, whereas the dense sand developed much smaller strains and exhibited a much slower rate of strain increase.

- In loose sand, the number of stress cycles required to reach the phase transformation line and initial liquefaction are almost the same, whereas in dense sand there is a great difference in the required number of stress cycles to reach the phase transformation line and initial liquefaction.
5.2 Test results.

- In contrast to loose sand, the dense sand continued to effectively resist large deformations for a number of cycles following initial liquefaction.

The unsymmetrical deformation shown by the dense sand sample (Fig. 5.3(b)) is characteristic of the behaviour of all sand samples tested during this investigation. This behaviour for all samples was markedly anisotropic and relatively larger strains occurred in extension.

The result of cyclic shear stress ratio \( q_{cyc}/(2\sigma'_{3}) \) versus number of cycles to develop 5% D.A. (double amplitude) axial strain due to flow liquefaction or cyclic mobility are shown in Fig. 5.5. It may be seen from the diagram that for a sand at a given void ratio under a given initial effective confining pressure, the number of cycles required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain increases as the cyclic shear stress ratio decreases. Furthermore, for a given confining pressure, the cyclic shear stress ratio required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain increases as the relative density of the sand increases.

It has become a routine practice to take the cyclic shear stress ratio required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain under 20 stress cycles as a factor quantifying the liquefaction resistance of sands under a given state of packing as represented by void ratio or relative density. This cyclic shear stress ratio is represented by \( (q_{cyc}/(2\sigma'_{3}))_{20} \), and is sometimes referred to as the cyclic strength (Ishihara, K. 1994). The cyclic strengths required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain for the three relative densities of Hokksund sand are tabulated in Table 5.1.
The following conclusions may be made on the basis of the cyclic triaxial test results presented above.

- In all samples, the effective stresses at which the samples start to develop significant amount of strains were found the same as the phase transformation lines obtained from undrained monotonic loadings.

- Repetition of stress state moving into the region beyond the phase transformation line is responsible for further accumulation of deformations.

- For a given cyclic shear stress, the rate of development of strain after the phase transformation line depends on the initial relative density of the sample. In loose sand, the strain increases rapidly and failure due to flow liquefaction occurs within a very few stress cycles. On the contrary, in dense sand as a result of progressive stiffness degradation strain increases more slowly with increasing number of cycles.

Table 5.1 Cyclic strengths required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr</th>
<th>30%</th>
<th>57%</th>
<th>87%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\frac{q_{cyc}}{2\sigma'<em>{3}})(</em>{20})</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Test results.

- After the stress state crosses the phase transformation line, unloading of shear stress during the stress cycles results in an increase in pore water pressure with very little change in deformation. On the other hand, reloading caused the sample to develop relatively large deformation with accompanying drop in pore water pressure.

- In all samples, the effective cyclic stress paths on the extension sides formed a closed loop on the phase transformation lines.

- Dense sand has a capacity to resist large deformations for a number of cycles following initial liquefaction.
Figure 5.1 Typical cyclic triaxial test results on loose sand. a) Effective stress path, b) strain versus number of cycles and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure 5.2 Typical cyclic triaxial test results on medium dense sand. a) Effective stress path; b) strain versus number of cycles and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure 5.3 Typical cyclic triaxial test results on dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) strain versus number of cycles and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
5.2 Test results.

Figure 5.4 Strain developments versus number of cycles for loose, medium and dense sands.

Figure 5.5 Cyclic shear stresses required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain for initially loose, medium and dense sands.
5.3 Link between undrained monotonic and cyclic loadings.

As was shown in the previous section, there is an apparent link between the effective stresses at which samples start to dilate under monotonic and cyclic loadings and the phase transformation lines in monotonic tests and cyclic strengths. The tendency to dilate during monotonic and cyclic loadings causes a change in particle arrangement, which may include the formation of metastable holes (Nemat-Nasser and Takahashi 1984; Youd 1977). Unloading after hitting the phase transformation line reduced drastically the number of contact points between neighboring grains. Accordingly the sand structure tends to collapse, producing a correspondingly large increase in pore water pressure. In short, phase transformation lines define the onset of large deformations during monotonic undrained and cyclic loadings.

The relationship between undrained monotonic and cyclic loading tests can be illustrated by examining the cyclic stress paths shown in Fig. 5.6, in relation to the monotonic stress paths and the phase transformation lines, for loose, medium dense and dense sands. In all samples, when the cyclic stress paths reached the phase transformation line deformations increased rapidly. The cyclic stress paths on the extension sides formed a closed loop on the phase transformation lines and flow liquefaction or cyclic mobility occurred depending on the relative density of the samples.

As it was indicated in Chapter 4, for all samples tested, that the response of the samples in extension was weaker than in compression.
5.3 Link between undrained monotonic and cyclic loadings.

The cyclic strengths are therefore assumed to be governed by the phase transformation lines on the extension sides. Based on the foregoing observation a relationship between the phase transformation line on the extension side and flow liquefaction or cyclic mobility, the cyclic shear stress ratios required to cause 5% D.A. axial strain after 20 cycles 

\[ \left( \frac{q_{cyc}}{2\sigma'} \right)_{20} \]

has been plotted against the effective stress ratios at the phase transformation states (Fig. 5.7). It can be seen from this figure that the cyclic strength of the soil under investigation can be uniquely determined from the monotonic effective stress ratio at the phase transformation state.

For a given sand, the effective stress ratio at the phase transformation line mainly depends on the relative density of the sand. For loose sand, the effective stress ratio at the phase transformation line is slightly smaller than the larger effective stress ratio at failure line. In this case as shown in Fig. 5.7, the cyclic shear stress required to develop 5% D.A. axial strain is very small.

As the relative density of the sand increases, the phase transformation lines move away from the failure lines, since dilation would prevail at much lower effective stress ratio. Accordingly, in dense sands, as shown in Fig. 5.7 the cyclic shear stress required to develop 5% D.A. axial strain is large.

It may be important to point out one of the features of Fig. 5.7. A limited number of undrained monotonic triaxial tests are required in order to find the effective stress ratios at the phase transformation states. Then
using these ratios, a figure like Fig. 5.7 can be used to predict the cyclic shear stress which will cause 5% D.A. axial strain in 20 cycles. This approach may be enabling a first hand identification of the cyclic strength of the given soil.
5.3 Link between undrained monotonic and cyclic loadings.

Figure 5.6 Comparison of undrained monotonic and cyclic stress paths: a) loose sample; b) medium dense sample and c) dense sample
Figure 5.7 Relationship between cyclic strengths and effective stress ratios at phase transformation states.
5.3 Link between undrained monotonic and cyclic loadings.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and recommendations

6.1 Conclusions.

Monotonic and cyclic loading behaviour of a saturated sand has been studied under triaxial tests. The range of behaviour covered from contractive to dilative under monotonic loading and flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility under cyclic loading. Flow liquefaction refers to the loss in shear strength accompanied by the development of large deformation of a saturated sand under monotonic or cyclic loading, while cyclic mobility refers to the gradual development of deformation due to reduction in stiffness of a saturated sand under cyclic loading. These definitions of flow liquefaction and cyclic mobility currently get a general acceptance among researchers.
6.1 Conclusions.

In view of the expense of running cyclic triaxial tests, it is most convenient to estimate the cyclic strength of saturated sands from the results of monotonic undrained triaxial tests. Comparison of the phase transformation lines obtained from undrained monotonic and the effective stress paths of cyclic loading shows that a connection exists between the two types of loading conditions. On the basis of this connection a relationship can be established so that the cyclic strengths can be estimated from the results of monotonic undrained tests.

The following conclusions may be stated based on the result of the experiments presented in this study.

1. The drained and undrained behaviour of saturated sands depend on both the void ratio after consolidation and the effective confining pressure.

2. In undrained monotonic triaxial testing all of the stress paths for the sand tested passed through the phase transformation states. These states defined by points in a \( q-p' \) plane at which the mean effective stress increments, \( \Delta p' \), are zero.

3. For a given initial void ratio and confining pressure, sample tested in extension is considerably weaker and highly contractive than that tested in compression. It was also observed that under extension loading, the effective stress ratios at the phase transformation state is slightly less than that in compression.
4. At large strain level, the same steady state line is obtained from monotonic undrained and drained compression tests. This indicates that the large strain level needed to develop the steady state is able to transform the initial soil structure to a new soil structure which is the same for all samples tested under these two conditions of loading. The result also confirms that the steady state is an ultimate condition absolutely common to both undrained and drained loading conditions.

5. The friction angle mobilized at steady state is unique for the sand. It is independent of both the initial state (void ratio and confining pressure) and the type of the test (undrained or drained).

6. The effective stress ratio at which the samples start to develop significant amount of deformations appear to be the same for undrained monotonic and cyclic tests. Therefore, the stress conditions which initiate the development of large deformations are not influenced by the type of load (monotonic or cyclic) applied.

7. Under cyclic loading, the strain development could be due to flow liquefaction or cyclic mobility. If flow liquefaction develops after the effective stress path crossing the phase transformation line, the axial strains rapidly accelerated and take the soil to a complete liquefaction stage. If cyclic mobility develops after the effective stress path crossing the phase transformation line and then cycled through or close to zero mean effective stress conditions, the cyclic axial strains increased at steady rate to large values.

8. A relationship is developed between the effective stress ratios at the
phase transformation lines on the extension sides from undrained monotonic loading and the cyclic strengths from the cyclic triaxial loading conditions. This relationship can be used to estimate the cyclic strength of the soil under investigation from the undrained monotonic loading tests.

6.2 Recommendations for future work.

The present work has attempted to investigate experimentally the behaviour of saturated uniform medium sand subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. However, the present investigation has not covered all the areas of sand behaviour. In view of this, it would be desirable to extend the present work in the following areas.

1. Some more tests are needed to verify the hypothesis proposed for other sands with different gradations and shapes. A study of more well graded soils would in this respect be very interesting.

2. To conduct a series of undrained monotonic stress controlled triaxial tests aim at softening mechanism leading to liquefaction. Testing samples under stress controlled conditions is a useful demonstration of the potentially catastrophic effects of liquefaction in the field, where many conditions approximate load control. The dramatic postpeak axial deformation shown by the samples loaded under these conditions may also show clearly the concepts of steady state deformation.
3. To study the effect of intermediate principal stress on the behaviour of the soil. In a conventional triaxial test, it is not possible to have a truly stress state, but at least, two principal stresses must be equal. Consequently, the state of the stresses is always axially symmetric. Field conditions on the other hand, almost always involve three-dimensional stress conditions, and only rarely are axisymmetric stress conditions encountered in-situ. It is therefore recommendable to conduct a true triaxial test, to investigate the influence of the intermediate principal stress on the behaviour of the soil.

4. To study the behaviour of the soil under anisotropically consolidated conditions. Due to orientation or segregation of particles during deposition and due to orientation arising from its subsequent history, soil structure (fabric) may in fact be significantly anisotropic. Anisotropic consolidation is therefore of importance both in studying the stress-strain behaviour of consolidated samples and in examining the deformation and volume change characteristics during consolidation.

5. Peizocone penetration test (CPTU) is commonly used in Norway to measure the in-situ strength and pore-water pressure of a naturally deposited soils. Therefore this equipment may be used to measure the strength of the soil and to develop a relationships with the laboratory data.
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Appendix A

A.1 Area corrections.

The axial stress was computed by dividing the piston force by the effective area, assuming that the sample deformed as a right cylinder keeping its original shape as shown in Fig. A1. Visual inspection of the samples showed that this assumption was reasonable both during and shearing stages of the tests.

![Diagram of area corrections during drained and undrained triaxial tests]

Figure A.1 Area corrections during drained and undrained triaxial tests.

The corrected areas for drained and undrained tests are calculated as follows:
Let \( r_0 \) denote the initial radius, \( L_0 \) the initial length and \( A_0 \) the initial cross-sectional area. If \( r_0 + \Delta r \) is the radius after a change \( \Delta L \) in length, then the cross-sectional area of the sample at this stage is given by:

\[
A = \pi (r_0 + \Delta r)^2 \tag{A.1}
\]

\[
= \pi r_0^2 \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta r}{r_0} \right) + \Delta A
\]

but \( \pi r_0^2 = A_0 \)

then \( A = A_0 (1 + 2 \varepsilon_r + \varepsilon_r^2) \tag{A.2} \)

In the compression undrained test on saturated soils volumetric strain is zero and hence the corrected area is a function of only axial strain.

\[
-\varepsilon_a + 2 \varepsilon_r = 0 \tag{A.3}
\]

\[
\varepsilon_a = 2 \varepsilon_r \tag{A.4}
\]

Substituting this into Eq. (A.2) gives

\[
A = A_0 \left( 1 + \varepsilon_a + \frac{1}{4} \varepsilon_a^2 \right) \tag{A.5}
\]
A.2 Monotonic triaxial test results.

In this section of the appendix some of the monotonic triaxial test results which are not covered in the main body of this thesis are presented.

In Figs. A.2 and A.3 conventional consolidated undrained (CU) and consolidated constant volume (CCV) test results are plotted together. As seen in these figures, the CCV tests give a stress paths quite similar to the stress paths of the undrained tests, except that they avoid cavitation caused by large negative pore-water pressures (approx. at -96kPa).

In order to see the responses of the sand during unloading-reloading, different tests under undrained and drained loading conditions were conducted. As can be seen from Figs. A.4, A.5, and A.6, for all tests the initial stress paths were followed during in all stages of reloading. The stress path plot shown in Fig. A.4 shows that in all stages of unloading-reloading the stress paths have a slope similar to a conventional drained test (i.e 1:3). For further reference the unloading shear stiffness were calculated from the plots of stress versus shear strain and shown in the same figures.
Figure A.2 Consolidated constant volume and consolidated undrained test results on dense sample. a) stress path, b) stress versus strain and c) shear stress versus effective confining pressure.
Figure A.3 Consolidated constant volume and consolidated undrained test results on dense sample. a) stress path, b) stress versus strain, and c) shear stress versus effective confining pressure.
Figure A.4 Unloading-reloading consolidated undrained test results on dense sample. a) stress path, b) stress versus shear strain and c) deviatoric stress versus effective confining pressure.
Figure A.5 Unloading-reloading consolidated drained test results on dense sample. a) stress path, b) stress versus shear strain and c) deviatoric stress versus volumetric strain.
Figure A.6 Unloading-reloading consolidated drained test results on loose sample. a) stress path, b) stress versus shear strain and c) deviatoric stress versus volumetric strain.
Appendix B

B.1 Cyclic triaxial test results.

The cyclic test results in terms of a) effective stress paths (q-\(p'\)), b) the relationships between deviator stress (q) and axial strain (\(\varepsilon_a\)) and c) the relationships between the developed pore-water pressure and number of cycles are presented in Figs. B.1 to B.9. Table B.1 shows some of cyclic triaxial tests conducted in this program.

Table B.1 Cyclic triaxial tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test name</th>
<th>Relative density (%)</th>
<th>Cyclic stress (q_{cyc})</th>
<th>Initial conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUC 30%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>Isotropically consolidated at (\sigma'_3 = 125\text{kPa})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 30%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 30%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 57%</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 57%</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 57%</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 87%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 87%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUC 87%</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. B.10 shows the effect of monotonic loading to a sample of dense sand. The sample was first brought to reach an initial liquefaction stage by the cyclic loading shown in Fig. B.10(a). When the cyclic loading was stopped the pore water pressure in the sample was equal to the applied confining pressure. At this stage the sample was subjected to monotonic loading at constant rate of strain. As can be seen from Fig. B.10, the sample dilate and developed a resistance to deformation at a much small strain level. It may be conclude from this that liquefied layers of dense sand will regain their strength at low level of deformations.
Figure B.1 Cyclic triaxial test results on loose sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.2 Cyclic triaxial test results on loose sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.3 Cyclic triaxial test results on loose sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.4 Cyclic triaxial test results on medium dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.5 Cyclic triaxial test results on medium dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.6 Cyclic triaxial test results on medium dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.7 Cyclic triaxial test results on dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.8 Cyclic triaxial test results on dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.9 Cyclic triaxial test results on dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) stress versus axial strain and c) pore water pressure versus number of cycles.
Figure B.10 Results of cyclic triaxial loading followed by monotonic loading test on dense sand. a) Effective stress path, b) shear stress versus shear strain and c) pore water pressure versus axial strain.
Corrections

1) The second figure of Fig. 4.12 should be replaced by the following figure.

![Shear Modulus (CU) Graph]

- $n = 0.385$
- $g_{ok} = 47.74$
- $P_a = 100\text{kPa}$

2) Appendix A, page A-2, line 5 should be replaced by

$$r_o^2 \left( 1 + \frac{\Delta r}{r_o} \right)^2$$